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January 6, 1966 

Dear Tom: 

Here it is, the new year has actually arrived . Knd 
with it it your long and exciting letter . Thank you . I 
am glad to see your spirits so high, for you lift ours 
with them. Thank you especially for saying mass of the 
CPF's behalf . 

Enclosed are copies of the NCWC coverage of the 
statement . As you may notice , it was their lead story of 
the day . I expect it has been carried very widely. I 
haven't yet received RNS's story, but will pass it on to 
you when I do. I would think many of the Non-Catholic 
publications would pick it up . Perhaps even the secular 
journals . I also enclose a copy of The Catholic Messenger's 
front-page coverage . 

I went up to Regina Laudis for three days over the New 
Year weekend . I t was a time for some very fruitful thought. 
Msgr . Oestereicher (editor of the Bridge and a Council 
Commission member) was there , and that was good because we 
sp~nt much time talking -- about the Council, the state of 
the Church , the needs the CPF is confronted with , its posture , 
and so. (Also there was an economist from the UN , Father 
Emmanuel S . de Breuvery, S . J ., who has functioned with the 
UN full time for 14 years -- a worker-priest . He was a good 
friend of Father de Chardin's.) The conversations reinforced 
your present letter and those that proceded it -- the stress 
being on what you called our Tlpastoral Tl function , its primacy 
in our work . 

I thoroughly agree with you that Schema 13 (I still am 
calling it a Schema -- I shall have to learn) is our special 
gift from God and that our energies should focus upon spreading 
its message far and wide . Even the NCWC translation is exciting 
reading (America is doing there on translation, apparently as 
dissatisfied with NC as yourself). I therefore look forward 
eagerly to the commentary you have done and ask you, yes , ~o do 
a leaflet on it -- perhaps something that could quote some of 
t he utterly decisive sections of the shema ",lith you comr entary 
a~cross t he page or something . This would be most valuable and 
could be E£y~~ widely distributed for parish racks, high schools 
and so on. 

What we need most at the moment , I mention this to you for 
your prayers , is money . If we are to do well the job that is 
crying out for response, it will mean at least one more person 
pn our staff here and a larger office . If you know of anyone 
who might be moved by a personal a ppeal from yourself for this 
precise need, please do write . But in any event , do pray for it 
for we are at the limits right now, counselling COs , trying to 
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keep up with the ~unds of corres pondence and so on . To 
expand will r equire an additional ten thousand dollars , yet 
it must be done . 

It seems ' to me that the CW continues to be , in its 
everyday life , a truly prophetic undertaking . It is a way 
of life , and it is a Christian one, in poverty , in servi ce . 
Without it , what we are doing here would not be possible --
for any number of reas ons . They broke the soil here . They 
hat ched Tom and me , nurtured us , and sent us into the world 
with a value system that I think will stick, as it is reinforced 
by the liturgy and by the aggiornamento etc . 

But itis absolutely cle ar to me that our job is a different 
me , less dramatic because it is both less encompassing and 

because its tone must be closer to the blackboard and chalk 
than to the ~zRkX picket line . 

I agree with what you say on draft card burning . I 
could not be of more similar mind on this matter . I thinking 
both of minds have XR evolved on this . I smile at myself 
when I think how close I actually cmae to ~ burning 
my own cards when David Miller was arrested l Yet the 
thinking that s t,arted was fruitful . I see far better where 
my vocation , and where t he CPF ought to be headed , and what 
it ought to avoid . 

Well , again I am most encouraged by your thoughts , and 
helped by them. It is amazing how a community of thought and 
aspiration can gather , raise a sail and see that sail filled 
with wi nd . 

Enclosed for your cowaent is a ms . we will publish soon 
on Catholic conscientious objection . As K you will see , it 
relies heakvily on the Councilts Constitution on the Church 
in the Mor' ern World . 

Pax ChriS~ 

Forest 
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